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Traction Control
By Rick Mammel, RSR President

In many ways the Rally Sport
Region is closely connected to
Ann Arbor -- Arborcentric if
you will. A large portion of our
membership resides in the city
and the neighboring areas. It is
the starting point for many of
our driving events, home to Jon
Heidorn’s monthly Cars & Coffee,
and the annual Rolling Sculpture
Car Show.
Ann Arbor lends its to name to an upcoming RSR driving
event hosted by Axel and Claudia Schmidt. The Ann Arbor
Challenge was a huge hit with the participants last year and
this annual event promises to be even bigger this year. Help
Axel successfully plan by getting your RSVP in early for the
August 29th event.
Next, although not an official RSR event our membership
strongly supports the 3rd Saturday gathering at Zingerman’s
Road House. Ann Arbor Cars & Coffee may look like an RSR
event, but it only has that appearance due to the extensive
number of Porsches in attendance. I am glad there is plenty
of participation from many other marques as it allows a
cross-pollination of vehicle knowledge. It is always terrific
to see the pride in someone’s eyes when a fellow enthusiast
is asked for details about their “ride.”
On a bigger scale there is the Ann Arbor Rolling Sculpture
Car Show. Think of it as a super-sized Cars and Coffee. It
shares the same dynamic as its smaller brother…. unlimited
and unhindered access to the vehicles and their owners.
Being spread over several blocks of a metropolitan city also
means a large and diverse cross-section of spectators. This
is the part I really enjoy about this event. The ability to
share your vehicle, your passion, your car club with such a
wide range of people is what makes the Rolling Sculpture a
special gathering. The best part is corrupting the minds of
impressionable young people by trying to turn their causal
interest in cars into the full-blown passion.
The Rally Sport Region was well represented at Rolling
Sculpture. There were two pods of Porsches and their
owners, located a couple blocks apart. Insurance Chair Jim
Dowty organized the main group to enter together, which
also meant the cars got to park together. The other group
of Porsches were part of Rennstatt Racing’s commercial
display. Vice President Tim Pott, has double duty at Rolling
Sculpture. As a long time sponsor of the event, Tim also is
part of the team that plans, organizes and runs this Friday

afternoon spectacular. Though his display is intended
as advertising for Rennstatt Racing, for as long as I can
remember it has been a center for answering questions
about Porsche models, and about RSR. With all the event
duties being juggled during the evening, Tim remains a
great ambassador for our club by spreading the word
about Rally Sport Region and its members.
As in years past years, the “eye catcher” Porsches in the
Rennstatt display were the 356’s. John Thompson’s open
top racer and Richard Zarbo’s 356C coupe were the “Bells
of the Ball.” Hundreds of pictures were taken of spectators
with those two cars. The fact that John and Richard were
nearby to answer questions was an added treat for the
curious onlookers. In John’s case he assured many of those
asking that his car was not the model Porsche in which
James Dean was killed so many years ago.
The charm of the 356’s notwithstanding, the top car
on display was Dr. John Melvin’s 1972 911. Tim brought it
down, to be the centerpiece of the display. It was a fabulous
tribute to our great friend, and included a wonderful plaque
in front of the car outlining many of John’s numerous
accomplishments. The car was presented in the modified
mechanical state it was in at the time of John’s passing. The
car’s engineering creativity as evidenced by the fact that
the Toyota Technical Center, one of the Rolling Sculpture
Sponsors, awarded it with the “Best Engineered Award.”
This year, as in years past, I opened my 993 to be used as
a photo booth. My goal -- to leave an automotive imprint
on an impressionable young people -- who knows how
many future Porsche owners get their dreams sparked at
that moment? Several people, including the parents of the
children being photographed, asked me why I let people sit
in my car. My perpetual reply, “It is just a car.” It is worth
any problems that may arise just to see the smiles on the
faces of those future gearheads. The funniest thing is that
not all Dads showed restraint, as several also got their
pictures taken in the car. I hope the real takeaway was
that Porsche owners are not the stereotypical, pompous,
egotistical, gold chain types that some claim, but are just
like all other auto enthusiasts.
Finally, on behalf of the Club, a big thank you goes
out to RSR member Wes Nardoni for making available his
professional photographs from the June Grattan Event.
Wes captured everyone’s car in several different action
shots from around the track. Many were downloaded by
participants and will undoubtedly hang on office or den
walls. Great memories of a great event hosted by our club.
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6th Annual
Irish Hills Lakes Driving Tour & Beach Bar

Route: We’ll pass several Irish Hills lakes on some twisty back roads. We are
planning another gimmick themed drive – we’ll be searching for “interesting
landmarks” along the way! Lunch buffet at the world famous Beach Bar on Clark
Lake ($13 each cash only).
Date/Time: Saturday, August 15th at 10:30 AM
Hosts: Dave & Norah Cooper
Start Location: McDonalds parking lot – Zeeb and I-94 (exit 169, then north)
Attire: Beach-wear, Swim-wear, Hawaiian Shirt, Speedo, Bikini, anything goes!
RSVP: (appreciated for lunch head count): davecarrera4@gmail.com
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RSR Calendar of Events
August 4 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

September 15 (Tue.) RSR Drivers’ Education, Waterford
Hills

August 15 (Sat.) 10:30 AM: Irish HIlls Lakes Tour -Hosts Dave & Norah Cooper (see page 6)

October 6 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

August 22 (Sat.) RSR Drivers’ Education, Waterford Hills

October 10 (Sat.) 1:00 PM: RSR Fall Color Tour -- Hosts
Stewart & Sally Free

August 27th (Thr.) 7:30 PM: Chelsea Fair Figure 8 Demolition Derby Night -- Host Jim Dowty (see page 8)
August 29 (Sat.) 2nd Annual Ann Arbor Challenge -Hosts Axel and Claudia Schmidt (see page 7)
August 30 (Sun.) Soaring with David Finch -- Hosts
David Finch and Peter Grant (see page 8)
September 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

November 1 (Sun.) Annual Polar Bear Run -- Host
Sebastian Gaeta
November 3 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
December 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

For more information on surrounding area events, see “Around the Zone” on page 25.
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Chelsea Fair Figure 8 Demolition Derby
- Join us for an evening of car destruction.
- Thursday, August 27.
- Demolition Derby starts at 7:30 PM but
come early and bring the kids to play on
the amusement rides (requires buying
tickets or wristband).
- We will meet up at the end of the derby
area by the concession stands between
7:00 & 7:30 PM to commandeer a section
of the bleacher seat.
- Seat cushions, binoculars and umbrellas
are optional but recommended.
- A parking area has been arranged with
Saint Barnabas Epistopal Church

-

Where: 20500 W. Old US Higway 12,
Chelsea, MI 48118

Join RSR in Gregory, MI for an RSR
sponsored picnic lunch and soaring at
Richmond Field
Glider Sessions @ $50 (cash)
and up!

Soar with RSR on
Sunday Aug. 30th

Host: Dave Finch & Peter Grant
Picnic Head Chef: John Kytasty

! John (Burger Chef) Kytasty
providing grilled burgers!
! Bring Snacks or Dish to Pass
and Lawn Chairs
! Picnic tables available
! Bring $50-$130 CASH if
soaring.
Dave
Finch
! Contact
dfinch@raetech.com or Peter
Grant pgrant@speakeasy.net
for additional information.
!

! (Back up date in case of rain:
September 13th)
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Membership
Current Membership 468*

* Includes 279 Primary Members

Welcome New Members
Bob & Carolyn MacKool
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI
1998 White Boxster

Christopher Bahlman
Dearborn, MI
2013 Racing Yellow Boxster S

Member Anniversaries
Andy & Nancy Sasyk............................30
Doug & Joanne Ash.............................17
James & Susan Reynolds.....................15
Kelly & Susan Roberts..........................14
Wayne & Amanda Walter....................13
Norm & Matthew Betts.......................12
Michael McGarry.................................10
Martin Berthiaume............................... 9
Mike & Pat Stanton............................... 8
Ben Ludy............................................... 4
Wes Nardoni......................................... 4
Larry Dupuis & Sue Robach.................. 3
Gregory Lowe....................................... 3
Michael Shore & Eilene Davis............... 3

Andrew & Terrie Thompson..................3
John & Cheryl Tree............................... 3
Estella Woo & Michael Goebelbecker.. 3
Brad & Donna Ruff................................ 2
Giridhar Vedala..................................... 2
Jeff Jones.............................................. 1
Sean Lundberg...................................... 1
Tony & Penny Morris............................ 1
David Mueller....................................... 1
Brad Ohm............................................. 1
Garrett & Nicole Roberson................... 1
Brian Schanen....................................... 1
Jan & Marilyn Tripp.............................. 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-227-7854
or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 6400
Columbia, MD 21046
and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and
The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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July Waterford Hills DE Event
By Editor Mike O’Rear. Photos by Glenn Trapp

July DE’s are often hot, muggy affairs (July in Southeast
Michigan, go figure) but not this time. Tuesday, July 21st
was a spectacular day. One member opined that, “If everyday were like this one, we couldn’t afford our houses
because the Californians would all be living here.”
Forty-one students aided by 19 instructors made an
event that was a little less hectic than some but every bit
as fun. As usual, this successful event was the result of the
efforts of the usual suspects: Track Chair Christian Maloof,
Registrar Tom Krueger and Track Sign-up Coordinator Rich
Chang.
ArborMotion provided its usual support in the form of
drinks and breakfast nourishment and was represented by
ArborMotion’s new owner, our own RSR member Sebastian
Gaeta. Sebastian has great plans to take arborMotion to
the next level with Tim Pott remaining as the “on staff tech

genius.” It just gets better and better for our club.
On the following page is an invitation to all members to
join us for a social event during our Saturday, August 22nd
Waterford Hills DE. This is the first time (at least in recent
history) that we’ve held a Saturday DE and it is a perfect opportunity for members with little or no interest in tracking
their car to experience the comaraderie of a track meeting.
Come and enjoy the noise, smells, sights and most of all the
people.
(Editor’s Note: I’m sorry to report that there were not a lot
of pictures taken at this month’s event. This is a result of
the Editor spending too much time enjoying the track -- and
I’ll remember to bring a camera next time.)

Jerry Plocharczyk returned to Waterford -- don’t tell
Jerry but I think we’ve hooked another one!
Christian hosts another round of “Name the Flag”
-- making sure that all particpants understand what
to do when they see the various
flags that assure that our DE’s
provide a safe enviornment for
exploring our cars’ potential.

Chief Instructor Christian Maloof asks everyone to play nice -- and they did.
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First Time RSR Track & Social Event
Saturday, August 22nd
-

-

Wonder what the “trackies” are talking about?
Want to enjoy the camaraderie that brings members
back to the track, time and time again?
Want to actually drive one of Michigan’s oldest
and famous road courses (at normal and safe road
speeds)?
Then join us at RSR’s first Saturday DE event at
Waterford Hills.
Come before noon for lunch and to drive “parade laps” around the track during the lunch hour.
Come in the afternoon to watch the action, wander the pits and join us for
the afterglow dinner at Mr. B’s in Waterford Hills.
Come before 1:00 PM and we’ll buy you lunch.
Or come for the entire day! Enjoy Porsches driven as they were designed to
be driven.

No RSVP Necessary -- Just Come Join Us

Car & Driver magazine will be hosting their 2015 summer edition of Cars and Coffee on Saturday, August 8th. The event
will from 9:00 am to 11:00 am at their office at 1585 Eisenhower Place, Ann Arbor. They will have donuts from Washtenaw Dairy, fresh local brew, and a plethora of metal to drool over. New this year, will be a Car and Driver pop-up store
where you can purchase C/D gear.
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The Power of Community: How Your Clan Strengthens
You at the Race Track, The Yoga Mat and Beyond
By Regular Contributor and RSR Member Valerie Roedenbeck Maloof

I first joined the Rally Sport Region (RSP) Porsche Club in
2007 after I inherited a 996 from my father. My brother
handed me a copy of the performance driving bible, Speed
Secrets, and said, “if you’re going to drive that Porsche, you
should learn to do it properly.” Sportscars and race tracks
were about as foreign to this mother’s life as they could
have possibly been, yet I decided to join the Porsche Club of
America (PCA) and sign up for a performance driving school
(DE). The experience turned out to be love at first lap.
Just like that, I had stumbled upon a community that
would end up becoming a big part of my life. A group of
RSP members led by our current president Rick Mammel
took me under their wing and made me feel welcome as I
figured out my way around the race tracks: what to bring,
what to leave home, why it’s a good idea to set a reminder
alarm for your run group, how to change brake pads, and
why it’s never a good idea to talk trash unless you can deliver behind the wheel.
The first two years I spent with the RSP crew were instrumental in the re-discovery of joy in my life, and the last
six have been no less enjoyable. There have been caravans
driving to DEs, wet track days, Mike stopping on track for
a duck and Rick failing to stop for a turtle, celebrated fast
laps, passionate data analysis, some driving mishaps (never
lift in the turn!), off-season karting, shared car parts and
many meals at questionable restaurants after long days behind the wheel. It was through my participation in RSP track
events that I met my husband, Christian, who was (and still
is) the chief instructor and track chairman for the club. Over
the last decade, we have made many dear friends within
this group. By now we all fit together with the ease of an
old race suit. We can show up at an event after months of
not having seen any of our RSR friends, and we all fall right
into place, taking up where we left off.
Last week our RSP community lost a long-time member
and friend, Al, after a battle with cancer followed by an accident. Al was a huge personality (vs. having a huge personality – he was one). Outside the car, he was jovial and
friendly, but as soon as his helmet went on his competitive persona took over. Al loved horsepower and needed
his inseparable friend, RSP instructor Tom, to be the voice
of reason in his helmet, and Tom always obliged. Together
they were Maverick and Goose, with Tom serving as the
calm to Al’s energetic storm behind the wheel.
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Days before Al passed away, he came out to RSP’s annual
3-day driving event at Grattan Raceway. I had not seen Al in
well over a year, and it was immediately clear he was ill. But
while he moved slowly and laboriously, so unlike his usual
energetic self, it was also obvious that his spirit was very
much there. He had his Rehagen Mustang ready and Tom
by his side to help ameliorate his relentless attempts to find
more speed on track.

Al at the helm of his beloved Rehagen Mustang
Our community could not ignore that this was most
likely Al’s last track event (it turned out it was); there were
plenty of questions and damp eyes around the paddock.
Some wondered why Al had come to the track at all, but
most of us knew why. He had come to live, just like the
rest of us, and he was doing exactly that. I sensed that our
group felt privileged to be there with him— to hold space
for him and for each other.
Soon after the start of the event, it became obvious that
Al was thinking about what usually occupied his mind (and
most of our minds) on track weekends: how he could improve his lap times. Christian was asked to drive Al’s Mustang with Al as passenger so they could talk about ways to
improve. They returned from the ride sporting a big smile.
A few days later, after Al’s accident, Tom reported that Al
had said the ride had been “one of the best times I have
ever had at the track.” Christian thought of this statement
often as he jumped in his own race car the following weekend, a Maverick decal over the passenger side and Al’s spirit riding shotgun for an hour-long enduro he would end up
winning.
On the same weekend Al came to his last track event,
Mike and Estella introduced their 15-week-old baby, Henry,
to our clan. In between these two bookends fit the rest of

us, somewhere along the lifeline: falling in love and getting
engaged, celebrating nearly one or 30 years together, saying goodbye to elderly parents, divorcing, fighting disease,
aging, learning. A small world contained within the gates of
the race track surrounded by friendship and love of cars,
scored by engine noise and scented by the smell of exhaust
and brakes.
Much has been written about the importance of community, particularly as we age, and I’ve come to understand
this very deeply over the last month. At the track, I felt the
power of our group walking together through life and all its
love, illness, joy, loss and hope. Even if as a group we only
intersect a few times per year, we have history, and there
is much kindness and goodwill in this group of people. I am
grateful for that day when I decided, on a whim, that joining a car club would be a good idea. It most certainly has
been.
Thanks to our car friends, I have come to understand
the unquantifiable value of community and the different
light each of the communities we participate in shed on
our lives. While our older, established groups of friends can
offer a comfortable fit, there is also new community – that
which draws you out of your shell and forms around you as
you discover a new passion or return to an old hobby, and
perhaps offers you a different perspective on ideas you may
have become too comfortable with.
In the days that followed our track event and Al’s gentle
fading away, our track group bonded together for updates
and support. Tim and Tom visited Al in the hospital and Rick
answered emails and texts from caring members. Although
undeniably sad, it was beautiful to come together to live
through these moments that not a single one of us will escape.

Al rode shotgun at my husband’s races last
weekend.
Participating in the rituals of community and witnessing
the lives of others as they progress allows us to live our own
lives more consciously and deeply. Experiencing the death
of a loved one reminds us to live in the now, with more
gratitude and awareness that all of this is life – and all of
it is fleeting, a gift, and best shared with our tribes. Death
may be inevitable, but with community, it is made more
tolerable.
Continue to build your communities, wherever you are
and in whatever realm you find yourself. In loving memory
of Al “Maverick” Wright.

Steve Zarbo, Mariah Henderson and Richard Zarbo receive their trophy for best Preservation Class 911/912 Model
Years 1965 - 1972. It was clearly worth all the work that they put into their car.
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15

August 8&9

Gingerman Raceway, South Haven, MI

Southeast Michigan Porsche Club
2-day HPDE on August 7 and 8

Club Race Registration will open Monday, June 22nd, 9:00 pm CDT
Please Register at http://register.pca.org

!!!!!!:!!!!
!!!!!:!!y
!!V!!!!
!!!!
http:vvwwwqgingermanracewayqcomvaboutMtrackMmapsqhtml
!B!B!!!!B
!B!!!!!!!
!B!q
HotelB!!:!!:!!!
wwwqsouthhavenqcom
!!!wwwqsempcaqorg
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Porsche Prototypes
By Regular Contributor and RSR Member Skip Kuhn

I remember back in grade school finding a fictional story in
the school library about racing at Le Mans and poring over
it cover to cover several times. If I recall correctly, it was set
in the 1950’s and followed the exploits and competition between various drivers wielding Jaguars and Ferraris around
Circuit La Sarthe in the traditional 24 hour long test endurance. It wasn’t stock cars, drag racing, or the Indy 500 but it
was new and it was exciting and it sparked my first nascent
interest in sports cars and endurance racing.
So I continued on, searching out books and magazines
that filled my newly found fascination with road racing and
endurance racing. I had not given up on drag racing and
stock cars and indy cars but merely supplemented them
with an entirely new type of machine, designed differently,
driven differently, and raced all over the world. Three attributes I would eventually come to associate with Porsches.
Along the way I discovered Can Am, Formula 1, and ABC’s
Wide World of Sports Coverage of the Monaco Grand Prix.
The month of May had a lot more going for it than I had
realized.
In the early seventies the film Le Mans was released. As
soon as I read about it I had to see it. My father was never
a big fan of films or racing for that matter but knowing how
totally consumed I was with cars he relented and took me
to an evening show of Le Mans at the local theater. I was
really excited when we got there thinking what a great experience its going to be to see a real live movie about road
racing at Le Mans. I never imagined that my entire motorsports sphere of interest was about to be shifted to an
entirely different galaxy by Porsche and the 917.
Prototypes and prototype racing had taken control. If
the thrill was in the hunt then the prey was technical information especially concerning the 917. Books, magazines,
libraries, all offered potentially fertile hunting grounds. And
I didn’t just want pictures; I wanted, no needed information, technical treatises, anything that gave me engineering insight into the 917 and its design. I didn’t care that
Porsche built street cars because they just didn’t interest
me. In fact, my most prized bedroom posters were my original “Le Mans” movie poster and the poster of three 917’s
running in the rain at Brands Hatch. Still got em too.
The late seventies brought the 930 turbo and the outrageous 935 “prototypes”. I definitely liked the 935’s and
their fire belching turbo engines but again, they were racing prototypes and that was my vision of what Porsche was
all about, supremacy on the track through technical supe-

riority. I clearly understood the lineage to the street 911
chassis and engine but it was the racing car that to me was
Porsche.
Prototype sports cars of course evolved and morphed
as the sport continued into the 1980’s and on into the 90’s.
Predictably so did my interests in them. I still wanted all the
information I could get on whatever the current Porsche
prototype model was i.e. the 962, 956, 936, GT1 etc., but
other prototypes had also caught my eye. Some were
competitors like Ferraris, Fords, and Renaults, but the rest
were the predecessors to the 917 such as the 908 and 910.
Along the way I managed to start collecting a few books for
my technical and reference library. Michael Keyser’s “The
Speed Merchants” and Colin Campbell’s “Design of Racing
Sports Cars” (Appendix I – The Porsche Type 917) were two
of the first. Many more have followed since but none with
an emphasis on Porsche’s street cars.
So its been 40+ years since I first saw “Le Mans”. My
technical library continues to grow by leaps and bounds.
I’m still enamored with the 917, its beauty, its speed, its
boldness of design, and even quite frankly the fact that it
had substantial shortcomings in design and performance
that had to be corrected before it became successful on the
track. Studying the design and development of all prototype racers is still a bug that I just can’t kick. My latest book
acquisition is the “Porsche 917 Archive and Works Catalog”
by Walter Naher, a 575 page tome on the subject. I still
view Porsche as the maker of some of the best sports racing
cars there are but, having driven Caymans and Boxsters and
owning two 944’s I think I’m probably convinced that they
are pretty adept at creating great street cars too.

Porsche 917
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Hyperactive Miler
Story and photo by regular contributor Emmanual Garcia, RSR’s Cranky Webveister (see his blog at Crankydriver.com)

When I bought my Subaru STI a few years ago, I had big
plans for it. I would drive it in track events and I would modify it for asphalt-kicking horsepower (insert grunting noises
here). Unfortunately, Reality had other plans for my car.
My track event was a minor engine disaster. And my costliest modification so far is rubber floor mats. (I’m not counting trivial replacement parts, like new engines.) Apparently
one of the rules of fatherhood is feeding your children, and
if there’s any money left over after groceries, roofs, and
decorative bathroom fixtures, then you can buy a bigger
turbo. I mention this as a reminder to always read the fine
print.
There is a small, bright spot, however. My car came with
a game. On the dash is a little display for the average gas
mileage with respect to the trip odometer. The game is to
make this number as high as possible.

One would think that a number presented to you by
your car would be accurate, just like information from the
internet. But like most traffic laws in Michigan, this turns
out to be just a mere suggestion. The number tends to read
a little high in my daily commute, and a bit low on extended
freeway driving when compared to my calculations based
on actual gas bought and miles driven.
But that’s not the point. It doesn’t have to be accurate, it
just has to be LARGE. America, #$%!, yeah! Or so the song
goes.
I’ve talked about hypermiling before. Hypermilers try to
maximize their fuel efficiency. In theory, I could use their
techniques to increase my gas mileage, but they’re weird
and I don’t want to be associated with them.
Besides, I only have two techniques for making the gas
mileage number as high as possible that are totally not like
those hybrid-owning, anti-recycled dinosaur fuel, hypermiling drivers— they are, coasting and light acceleration.

Coasting
This is probably the easiest and most common technique. On my daily commute, I have a few stop signs that
are at the bottom of a slope, and a couple of big hills I drive
down. For these areas, I use a “lift throttle” point. On a
racetrack, there are certain braking or turn in points that
drivers use when going around corners. My lift throttle
points are similar.
At a certain speed I lift off the throttle at a specific point
and coast to the stop sign, trying to maximize both speed
and coasting distance. I adjust to conditions, like traffic and
weather.
On bigger hills, other cars better get out of my way. I
don’t care how fast I’m going—I’m not touching the brakes
until I’m bumper distance to the car ahead of me. I coast for
a traffic light that I can’t catch or for stopped traffic. Basically, my mindset is that braking is bad.
I also try carrying as much of my speed as I can through
freeway exit ramps, not necessarily for gas mileage reason,
but okay—we’ll use that reason for the sake of discussion.
Be sure to avoid the guardrails as the friction from sliding
along them really hurts your gas mileage. Just a pro tip.
I have one additional note about coasting. In most cars,
if you lift off the throttle, the engine goes into deceleration fuel cut-off (DFCO). In this mode, the injectors shut off,
cutting fuel to the cylinders, increasing engine drag. This
happens when the car is in gear. If you shift to neutral while
coasting, however, your car is simply rolling while idling,
and is not the same as DFCO.
Having explained that, when I log engine data from the
car on my laptop, the instantaneous gas mileage while
coasting is slightly higher when in neutral (150+ mpg) than
when in gear (125+ mpg). That is the opposite of what I just
explained and what I expect. I’m guessing their algorithm
for instantaneous gas mileage is wrong or there’s some effect that’s not being considered. Or I have no idea what I’m
talking about, which tends to happen a lot on this blog for
some reason.
In any case, I will sometimes coast in neutral to boost my
numbers even though this isn’t really what’s happening (I
think). My game is making the gas mileage indicator high,
not getting high gas mileage, right?
Light Acceleration
Light acceleration is really just to prevent the gas mileage
(Continued on page 19)
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number from dropping too much, not for increasing it. Because like gas prices in reverse, the gas mileage tends to go
down quickly, but take forever to go back up.
Every time I accelerate slowly from a stop, I am going
against every fiber, sinew, bone marrow, neuron, Americanized red blood cell of my being. My brain wants to explode
each time I feather the gas pedal, but luckily my abnormally
thick skull keeps all the gooey mess together. And hey, I get
better gas mileage numbers, which is what this game is
about.
My Results
After 148,519 miles, the average gas mileage based on my
car’s display is 24.0 mpg. The real gas mileage, however, is
only 23.0 mpg, based on actual calculations. For a mileage
to count, I have to go at least 200 miles. That’s an arbitrary
number for my arbitrary game. So the mpg display in the
car is on average 1 mpg off on the high side.
The best indicated gas mileage I’ve recorded is 32.4 mpg
after 259 miles during my drive to Key West. This was done
at 80°F, with winter tires, the air conditioning on for half
the distance, and driving 50-60 mph most of the way.
My worst was 12.3 mpg, after the track event that I’m
still trying to forget about.
Random Factors
I’ve found the following factors possibly affecting my gas
mileage numbers. I haven’t confirmed them all, so these
are presented anecdotally.
Temperature
I get better gas mileage in warmer weather than colder
weather. According to the U.S. Department of Energy:
…in short-trip city driving, a conventional gasoline car’s gas
mileage is about 12% lower at 20°F than it would be at 77°F.
On my Key West trip, I went from an indicated 18.3 mpg
in the frigid, sub-zero Upper Peninsula of Michigan to 23.1
mpg in balmy, 80°F, only one peninsula Florida.
My guesses for the difference are longer warm-up times
and air/fuel ratios for colder temperatures.
I’ve found a number of factors that are indirectly related to
this besides temperature, such as winter/summer tires (see
below) and winter/summer gas.
There are different standards for gas in winter and summer. The result is that winter gas tends to have more butane than summer. This makes winter gas cheaper, but it
also has less energy content than summer gas, leading to
worse gas mileage. (From what I read on the interwebs, in
Michigan, we would typically get summer gas from Memorial Day to Labor Day.)

Tires
One tire theory is that in winter, tires tend to have less air
pressure due to temperature, reducing gas mileage.
I get a different effect with my winter tires, however. My
winter tires have lower rolling resistance than my summer
tires, and they are slightly smaller (235/45-17) than my
summer tires (245/40-18). So that means I can coast more
in winter tires, and my odometer will indicate that I drive
a little more than 1% further than summer tires, giving me
slightly higher indicated gas mileage.
Air Conditioning
I did the experiment in my hypermiling post. Driving with
the windows closed and no air conditioning is best for gas
mileage, obviously. I’ve also tried at various times an experiment with the windows down vs. air conditioning. In
my Honda it was the middle ground, and in other attempts,
it was inconclusive.
Generally the reason I drive without air conditioning is
for horsepower. In my 944, turning on the air conditioner
felt like losing half of my horsepower. My Honda is powered
by hyperactive squirrels that hate me because they slow
down when I turn on the air conditioning.
In today’s new cars, I think the difference between air
conditioning on or off is negligible. My advice for most people is to save money on antiperspirant and just turn it on.
Drafting
Mythbusters has already confirmed that this works. I just
can’t do it, game or no game. It goes against EMan’s Road
Rule #1—pass early, pass often.
Country Roads
I’ve been altering my route to-and-from work for years
now. I’ve settled on a route that lets country roads take me
home. It’s longer, but I have less traffic, fewer traffic signals,
and less stress. I tend to drive around 50-60 mph on these
roads. Better gas mileage is just a bonus.
Big Hills
I like big hills and I cannot lie. You other drivers can’t
deny, that when a car drives up on an itty bitty road with a
roundabout in your face, you get sprung … Oh, sorry. I was
just thinking about the roundabout and hill on Kensington
Road.
A Cry for Help
Basically, this is a passive-aggressive person’s obsession for
a bigger turbo. I may actually have turbo envy. What I’m
saying is I need a call-in show, like Dr. Jay Leno’s Garage. Or
an advice column written by a car guy.
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Piloti Shoes -- Then and Now
Story by RSR Rick Mammel

One of the sadder days in my automotive based life came a
few years back when I set off to replace a few sets of Piloti
shoes that I had completely worn out. In track terms we
would call the soles “corded” which is an appropriate term
since the “tread” pattern on their soles exactly mimicked
the tread pattern of the original Dunlop Racing tires.
To the surprise of many, including Piloti distributors, the
company instantly disappeared and subsequently the
product flow ceased. How could I consider this a problem
in the world of sports footwear when there are so many
companies out there to supplying alternative products?
That’s a fair question, especially from someone who has
never worn a pair of original Piloti’s. The key word there is
“original,” but more on that later.
Overall, original Pilotis look like any other low-section
flat-soled sports shoe. But they had a few keen design features that made their use in a car’s foot well quite magical. The most prevalent feature was the ball shaped heel.
This curved shape gave your foot a perfect fulcrum to pivot
for optimum pedal movement. The other feature was a
bolstered area above the arch for optimized heel and toe
pedal gymnastics.
They had several styles of shoes from dressy boy racers
to serious professional style driving shoes. My favorite style
was the Spyder. These had a net /mesh type construction
and an elastic lace system.
I was distraught when I could not replace my worn out
Spyders. With my wide feet and belly bend interference,
wearing these shoes made for a convenient life. Also comfortable regular sport shoes that allowed for precision late
braking while street driving were also not a substitute.
Move forward to late 2014 and the news that Canadian Tire
has purchased the rights to produce Piloti Shoes. Bingo -- I
am going to be first in line when they become available on
the market. Keeping an eye on Canadian Tire, the day arrived when they again became available. Great, I thought,
they are remaking the Spyder -- but holy crap they are
$150 a pair. No problem, no cost too great for my favorite
shoe. Since they were already sold out of the more subtle
colors, my obsession to purchase at any cost forced me into
the “Clown Shoe” version of the Spyder.
I was all pumped up when the package arrived. Upon
their arrival I immediately removed the new Syders from
the box and put them on my feet. All the Piloti specific
features are there, ball shaped heel, bolstered side, Dunlop tread pattern sole. The size selected fit pretty well but
something was wrong??? These new shoes felt clunky and

thick, not very light or flexible.
The excitement quickly fades as I realize that these are
nowhere near the construction of the original. They have
thick stiff soles, standard sport shoe topside verses that
light, breathable mesh of the original. Reality is that what
I ended up with was a standard pair of sneakers with a ball
shaped heel and the opportunity for those around to ask,
“What’s with the clown shoes?” Since there is no way serious trackies would mistake these for functional driving
shoes I am sure those in the know will also have thoughts
containing words like, poser, tosser, and walley. To cap off
the lack of practicality, the rubber on the sole is quite hard
and very slippery when mated to the rubber of the pedals.
Perhaps I am being too tough on the brand as the new
Spyder is one of the lowest priced styles in the reissued line
up. Honestly some of their dedicated track driving shoes
look really good. With even higher prices than the Spyder
they may fall into the “you get what you pay for” mode.
There are still large stocks of the original shoes available on
the internet, priced at between $30 and $45.00, a mindblowing bargain compared to the reissued shoes. I would
be all over those shoes if I could only get my size 11 clumps
to shrink down to a size 6, the only size still available.
A lot was lost in translation from the original company’s
products to Canadian Tires new reissues. I am not too far
off to use the famous Detroit term “Badge Engineering” to
describe what’s happened here. For those serious about
their driving footwear perhaps a better term should be
“Caveat Emptor!!”

Clown shoes????
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Porsche	
  of	
  Ann	
  Arbor

Howard	
  
Cooper	
  	
  
Import	
  

We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Come visit our brand new Porsche building
2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street. go North 1/2 mile...
Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.
Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Time After Time
For as long as I have been around racing and around drivers’ schools there has always been an obsession with lap
times. While a lap time is relatively easy to measure it truly
has only a tenuous relationship to driving skill. There are
so many variables that affect lap time. About the only true
use for a lap time is to set a relative baseline of consistency.
Even without telemetry or as much as a stopwatch there
are several indicators you can use to measure your performance and your progress. And for the non-track drivers
out there this can also translate into daily driving skill measures.
Before you can even start to look at driving measures
and performance you have to establish a core set of driving
skills and be able to drive in a consistent and predictable
manner. For the racers this is called “hitting your marks”.
A lap of a race track can be broken down into a set of key
points usually referred to as turn in, apex, track out, and
lastly braking application points. Every car and for that
matter every driver has an optimum set of these points.
The optimum set scrubs off the least speed, puts the minimum stress on the equipment, assumes the least amount
of risk of failure, and can be achieved repeatedly. Finding
these marks takes a lot of concentration and effort.
Initially success is measured by coming within a foot of
hitting these marks consistently. As driving skill increases
the measure is being able to hit these marks within one or
two inches consistently. The highest skill is to be able to
hit these marks on a subconscious level without having to
concentrate on them and thus leaving time mentally to be
able to assimilate other sensory and situational inputs such
as traffic and changing car and track conditions. Even without a stopwatch you will know when you are performing at
your peak. You know it by being relaxed behind the wheel
and by being so aware of your situation that time seems to
slow down. A key teaching tool is to sense your own reaction times. If it “feels” fast it might just be an indication
that you are only reacting to the car and not staying ahead
or on top of driving inputs. The sensation of speed alone is
not enough. As Ross Bentley explained,
everyone makes driving mistakes. The difference between
a pro and an amateur is that the pro recognizes and corrects his mistakes at a much faster rate.
Once you have become consistent in hitting your marks
you can now hone those skills and have the awareness to

note small changes in driving techniques that make improvements, or not. It is just as important to recognize a
change that does not work. There are lots of sensory tools
again that don’t necessarily involve telemetry or time measurement. Having the data from telemetry can reduce the
time to refine driving technique but only if the data is reliable and the knowledge is there to interpret the data in a
meaningful way. You can say that the data indicating an optimum lap involves shorter segment times, higher “g” loads
or higher mid corner speeds, but it is difficult to translate
those numbers into specific changes in driving skills. There
are, however, some sensory indicators that are readily
available to be recognized and applied. Ross Bentley calls
these the kinetic senses, the feedback through your eyes,
hands, feet and seat of the pants.
Normally drivers do not look down at the instruments
to note rpm or speed as they drive. Your senses do that
for you. You know when you have reached peak performance by the feedback from the chassis and tires. The optimum entry speed into a corner is when the tires smoothly
change the direction of the car without sliding or loosing
grip with the pavement. If the car rocks or bobs as it changes direction it will affect the grip of the tires. Loud and
abrupt sounds from the tires or rapid changes in pitch of
those tires sounds are aural indicators that maximum grip
was exceeded. A howling tire is an unhappy tire; a singing
tire is a happy tire. Sir Jackie Stewart noted that his key to
optimizing a corner was to note how soon he could apply
full throttle exiting a corner. The higher the rpm at the exit
of a corner the more optimum was the line through the
corner.
Even without looking at the gauges the senses will tell
you by the sound of the engine and the amount of corrective effort on the steering wheel. Corner exit speed always
translates into higher straight away speeds. That will also
translate into altering brake points and brake pressure. All
of these factors correlate to higher driving effort and more
concentration required to hitting your driving marks.
So it is very possible to recognize improvements in
driving skill even without measuring time or studying
telemetry numbers. But I also said this could translate
into better street driving as well. Some people like to
measure travel time, but again there are too many other
road conditions to make time as the prime measure of
skilled driving. I like to measure street driving perfor(Continued on page 29)
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Dream Cruise in your future?

We invite you to join the Vintage VWs & Porsches
at Kerby's Koney Island
Northwest Corner of Woodward & Sq. Lake
Saturday, August 15

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Engine Computer Tuning

for Enhanced Engine Fuel Economy and Performance

See our website for a dealer near you.
www.malonetuning.com
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Around The Zone
By Michael Soriano
Zone 4 Representative
Greetings PCA Zone 4 Members,
The 60th Porsche Parade was held in nearby French Lick, IN
from June 21 – 27. This year’s Parade offered a very special
60 4 60 display containing 1 car from every year since PCA’s
inception in 1955. There was also a museum commemorating many milestones in PCA’s rich history.
I arrived on Friday, June 19, to attend a number of meetings scheduled through Sunday evening and had additional
meetings throughout the week. At one point on Sunday, I
was actually supposed to be in 3 places at the same time.
I was, however, able to find some time outside of the meeting rooms, and on Monday served as a Concours Judge for
the second year in a row. This year’s Concours contained
around 300 cars, and many of the newly trained participants from the recently held of the Zone 4 National Concours Judges School helped to make this Concours a success. At the Concours Banquet, Mike Robbins, the first
Zone 4 Representative, was recognized for attending his
57th Parade.
I even entered one of the many competitive events and
brought home a first place trophy. On Wednesday, I had a
great time on the Bourbon Bus Tour with a number of Zone
4 members. After placing in last year’s Gimmick Rally, I was
looking forward to this year’s. Instead, we spent a majority
of Thursday focusing our attention on all of the preparations
and making sure everything was in order for the zone party.
For the past year, I have been working closely with the
executives from French Lick Resort, and they have travelled with me throughout the zone attending a number
of events. As many of you have heard, French Lick Resort
CFO Rob Santa and I made a bet last year at the Zone 4
Party in Monterey, CA. To personally thank me for all of the
hard work and assistance that I provided to them, and for
the overwhelming support that Zone 4 has shown them in
preparation for this year’s Parade, they agreed to honor the
bet. Last summer I also held a meeting at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway with the management of Tom Wood
Porsche, and they graciously agreed to provide sponsorship
for the party as well. Approximately 600 Zone 4 members
attended Parade this year, to put that into perspective, the

total number of attendees was around 2000.
French Lick Resort generously hosted the Zone 4 party that
was held in the exclusive Pete Dye Pavilion, which provided
some outstanding views of the area. Attendees were entertained by a band and were treated to an open bar, carving stations with prime beef tenderloin and roasted turkey
breast, a huge fresh fruit display, imported and domestic
cheese display, vegetable crudité shooters, bruschetta,
mashed potato bar, and mini desserts. In addition, everyone went home with a goodie bag.
In January, I announced that to encourage attendance
at Parade, I was holding a contest and would be presenting
an award during the Zone 4 party to the region that had
the greatest attendance at Parade. Congratulations to the
Central Indiana Region for winning this award.
As we continue to enjoy our very busy driving season,
there are a number of wonderful events being offered
throughout the zone. Please remember to check your region’s website and newsletter, as well as the Zone 4 website
http://zone4.pca.org for the most up to date list of events
available to you. I hope you will expand your horizons
and travel to some of the outstanding events being held
throughout Zone 4; such as:
• Join Western Michigan Region on August 1 for the Red
Barn Spectacular at Gilmore Car Museum
• August 1 & 2 is Maumee Valley Region’s DE at Grattan
Raceway
• Southeast Michigan Region’s DE and Club Race at Gingerman Raceway is August 7-9
• August 8 & 9 is Allegheny Region’s DE and Autocross
2-day event at Pitt Race
• Motor-Stadt Region’s A&W Ice Cream Run is August 15
• August 15 is Rally Sport Region’s 6th Annual Irish Hills
Beach Run
• Ohio Valley Region’s John Dixon Tribute Car Show at the
Taj Ma Garage is August 15
• On August 15, plan to attend Rob and Judy Fike’s Central
Indiana Region Mystery Drive
• August 16 is Northern Ohio Region’s Autocross at Lakeland Community College
(Continued on page 29)
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, July 7, 2015

Rick Mammel: President & Advertising..................Present
Tim Pott: Vice President.........................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer.........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary.................................Present
Tom Bloom..............................................................Present
Jim Christopher: Past President & Advertising.........Absent

Michael Kimber.......................................................Present
Jay Fash....................................................................Absent
George Gilligan.........................................................Absent
Peter Grant..............................................................Present
John Kytasty.............................................................Present
Ron Pruette..............................................................Absent

Members & Visitor Present: Ken Dill, Tom Green, Alex
Green, Wally Haley, Jeremy Goddard, Sebastian Gaeta,
John Tree, James Lang, Vigen Darian, Matt Huber, Tom
Krueger-Registrar, Beth Trollman, Glenn Trapp-Historian/
Membership, Phil Mather, Conrad Zumhagen, and Dan Kantrow,

Track Report: The next Waterford event is on 7/21. The
weekend at Waterford event is schedule for 8/22 and instructor training will be Friday 8/21.

Call to Order: Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at
7:13PM at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth.

Website: No report.

President’s Report: Rick acknowledged Tom Bloom for his
sponsorship of the Grattan event. He also acknowledged
Christian’s effort s for the very successful Grattan event.
Vice President’s Report: Tim Pott: Al Wright, RSR member
and past board member, has passed away. His memorial service is scheduled for July 19. Sebastian Gaeta soon will own
Arbor Motion. And he pledges his support for RSR.
Meeting Minutes: The June meeting minutes were reviewed. Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the June report. Motion: To approve financials report passed unanimously. REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to
any RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance Report: Jim Dowty emailed his report. The insurance certificate for Waterford will be requested Thursday.
Goodie Store: No report
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn Trapp reported that the club has 278
members.

Newsletter: The deadline material for the August issue is
July 19.

Events Committee:
• 7/10: Rolling Sculpture (unsanctioned)
• 7/24: Autobahn Night - St. John in Plymouth
• 7/26: Concour d’Elegance & Porsche Coral – St. John in
Plymouth
• 8/15: Irish Hills Driving Tour - Dave and Norah Cooper
• 8/ 27: Figure 8 Fair in Chelsea – Jim Dowty (unsanctioned)
• 8/29: 2nd Annual Ann Arbor Challenge – Axel and Claudia Schmidt
• 8/30: Soaring with David Finch/Peter Grant (9/13 – Backup date)
• 9/tbd: Duesenberg Museum Tour – Matt Huber
• 9/19-20: Speed runs at the airport - Eric Gideon/Omega
Motorsports (unsanctioned)
• 10/10: Fall Color Tour (sign in at 1 PM) – Stewart and
Sally Free
• 10/TBD: Party at the Christopher’s Estate to coincide
with the AGM (?)
• 11/1: Polar Bar – Sebastian Gaeta
• 12/TBD: Holiday Party – still looking for the venue.
New Business: Tom Green attended to the board meeting
to address a letter that was sent to him and signed by Rick
Mammel and Christian Maloof. Tom also read his response
to the letter.
Peter Grant asked what actually happened and Tom indicated that he talked to Christian about a passing issue
during the Grattan event. The issue was discussed in the
(Continued on page 29)
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driver’s meeting but did not resolve the issue. Tom approached the driver and asked why the driver was not
allowing others to pass. He said that he did not berate
or humiliate the student. Rick said that he talked to the
student and the student was upset with Tom’s comments.
Board members and other members found that several mistakes were made in handling of this situation.
First mistake was that Tom should have talked to the student’s instructor instead of talking directly to the student
and Tom apologized for this. The second mistake was
that the letter was issued without input from Tom. Some
members made suggestions on how this situation should
have been handled. Christian was unable to attend the
meeting. Tom Bloom suggested that a meeting with Tom
Green and Christian is still required to resolve the issue.
Tom Green also agreed to abide by whatever Christian decides after their meeting. The board discussed the need
to have a process/procedure to address future conflicts.
Motion: To retract the letter and have Christian and Tom
discuss Tom’s probationary status.
There were 4 votes in the affirmative, 2 votes in the negative with 1 abstention. The motion carries.

mance on smoothness, progress through traffic and lack
of corrective measures. The objective of street driving
should be to smoothly flow through traffic regardless of
other drivers and the environment. This also takes concentration, situational awareness and kinetics. Much like
track driving the objective should be to not add sudden
or dramatic inputs to gas, brake or steering. Slow hands
apply to street driving as well as track driving and for
the same reasons, to not lose the tires’ contact with the
road. None of your passengers generally want to feel “g”
loads in normal street driving. Not having to dodge other
cars or make rapid and often lane corrections is a goal in
skilled street driving.
The smooth and aware driver usually has fewer accidents and fewer citations. Arriving at your destination
with less stress on yourself and your passengers should be
an achievable goal and a good measure of driving skills.
Smooth and aware driving always translates into shorter
drive times and more consistent arrival times in my experience.
So there you have it. We have discussed driving skill totally apart from measuring time. Time after time these
skills will pay off with better driving and more driving enjoyment.

Old Business: Election news: The election results will be
reviewed in the December meeting. Michael Kimber will
not rerun. We have the following volunteers: Tom Green,
Dave Cooper, Jim Dowty and Tom Krueger. We still need a
volunteer for the president position.

Tom Fielitz

Meeting adjourned: 8:44P.M. Minutes taken by: Mary
Ann Kantrow
(Around the Zone from page 25)
• Mid-Ohio Region’s Advanced HPDE at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway is August 21-23
• August 22-23 is Eastern Buckeye Region’s Bridges and
Barrels Drive
• On August 29 Porsche is the featured Marque for this
year’s Carmel Artomobilia in Carmel, IN
• Michiana Region’s IROC III immediately followed by Art
in Motion is August 30
I look forward to having the opportunity of meeting
each and every one of you as I visit each region throughout the year. If you have any questions or comments
please feel free to contact me at MSoriano.ZoneRep@
gmail.com
Thanks,
Michael

Where did David Yu get such a cool shirt?
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
2013 Boxster, Agate Grey Metallic/Luxor Beige, PDK, Premium Package, 19”
Boxster S Wheels,
5K Miles on new
P-Zero’s, SiriusXM
Tuner, 14-way Sport
Seats w/ Memory,
Seat Heating, 2-Zone
A/C, Bi-Xenon PDLS, Factory Warranty until 07/2016, 21,000
Miles, (Macan S on order), $44,500 - 314-283-6236. (05/15)
2008 Porsche 911 Carrera: VIN WP0AA29958S710560.
Arctic Silver Metallic/Black Leather, 3.6L/325 HP, six-speed
manual. Here is a pristine example of a 997 Carrera, with
34,500 miles. Options
& extras include Sport
Chrono Plus Package,
Power Seat Package
(heated, memory), Litronic/BiXenon
headlights w/washers, selfdimming mirrors, Homelink, Bose Surround Sound audio
w/6-disc CD/DVD changer, colored crest wheel center caps,
Porsche crest headrests, summer/carpet & winter/rubber
floor mats. It rides on18 in. unmarked wheels and Continental Sport Contact 3 (Porsche N-rated) tires, with tread
depths of 8mm F. & 6mm R. Clear paint protectant film has
been professionally applied to the front fascia, fenders and
hood, as well as the mirrors and rear quarters. Tinted windows and tail light lenses round out its svelte look. A clean
CarFax and service records are included. A Porsche dealer
bumper-to-bumper extended warranty (to 12/2020 or 94k
miles), plus an unlimited mileage road hazard wheel & tire
warranty are available. Asking $43,900. Contact Conrad at
734-645-5778 or Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net (05/15)
2003 Porsche Boxster S: Less than 21,000 miles, standard
shift, 3.2 Liter, 258 HP engine, the most powerful engine offered in the Boxster in 2003. This car has some GREAT features, including exclusive not on the price sheet options ordered by original owner (a professional tennis player) direct
from Porsche. Original sticker MSRP was $77,080 in 2003.
We are 3rd owner; always garaged, never driven in snow,
only two winters in Michigan (was a southern car until two
years ago), no rust whatsoever anywhere. Seal Grey Metal30

lic , Natural Grey Leather
interior; Glass rear window with defogger in
convertible top; Bose
sound system; Navigation system; Power seats;
18” Carerra wheels;
4-wheel ABS brakes;
Alarm system; Fog lights;
Parking Assist system; Porsche Stability Management System; 6-CD changer. FULL CARFAX and more pics are available upon request. Location is Dexter MI 48130. Call Mike at
734-604-0999 (05/15)
1989 951 (944 Turbo): “showroom modified” street legal
daily driver/DE car. Rollbar, Recaro seats, G Force 6pt belts,
Sparco steering wheel, cool brakes, SS brake lines, newly
rebuilt/painted front calipers, PFC race pads + street pads,
Charlie arms, MO30 sway bars, adjustable Koni’s, coil overs,
5 18” forged black Innsbruck wheels w/ Michelin super
sport tires, plus two 4 wheel sets of 16 inch Porsche original equipment forged wheels + tires, 110Kmi, $12,000 OBO,
Contact Elliot at ewagmd@gmail.com. (11/14)
1989 Porsche 944: VIN WP0AA945KN451387. This car has
had only one original owner, less than 42,000 miles, and
is a completely original, unmolested car. No major repairs,
no repaints or accidents. Zermatt Silver with perfect black
leather interior. The timing belt replacement was done on
May 27, 1999 with 33,474 miles. This car must be seen to
be appreciated! Photos on request. Please call Tim Pott for
pricing or to make an appointment to see this beautiful car.
734-548-5378 or tcpott@gmail.com. (11/13)

OTHER ITEMS
964-993 DAS Sport Bolt-In Roll Bar: Safety first for DE
events. Excellent condition. Easy DIY installation. It requires
no cutting, no drilling, no additional holes or any other
modifications to the interior, upholstery or body of the car,
a completely reversible installation. New cost is $1500 including shipping. Buy this one for $600 with local pickup.
Contact Steve 248-767-5699 steve@theshanksfamily.com.
(08/15)
Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months call Clem
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/14)

Set of orginal Fuchs 15” alloy wheels: (2) 15x7 and (2) 5x8
off my 1983 Porsche 911sc.
With a set of new Dunlop SP 3 directional winter
tires (10/32 tread). No road
rash. $1,500 local pick up or
buyer pays shipping. Contact Charles Olender at jolender@yahoo.com or 517526-4767. (4/15)
944 Parts: Cleaning out the basement after 12 years of
racing 944s. Lots of parts, including turbo radiator, turbo
trailing arms, alternators, brakes and many more. Located
in Troy and super-cheap for local pick-up. Email christiancook43@yahoo.com for complete list. (12/14)
SABELT Race Seat – GT 200: One carbon/fiberglass seat
for sale. FIA-1999 certified with a 2013 manufacture date.
Hans compatible, 5 seat belt openings, black fabric, and
side mounts included. Purchased March of 2014 for $800,
installed in May and used once in June. Going in a different
direction, so a decent offer takes it. Contact Cal Sharp @
313-506-2899 or wesharp3@hotmail.com (09/14)
Porsche 993 “Cup” replica alloy wheels: -set of 4. (5
Lug with center caps). Front: 7 1/2 J x 17 H2 (model #
60374) Rear: 9 J x 17 H2 (model # 60474). Very good
condition. Only a few areas with minor scratches. Asking
$775 for the set. All offers considered. Please contact Kyle
with any questions: 734-330-1365 or kpullen@umich.edu
(03/15)

www.edwardjones.com

Markets Change.
Are You Prepared?
When you stop and look back at what’s happened
in the markets, it’s easy to realize how quickly
things can change. That’s why we should schedule
some time to discuss how the market can impact
your financial goals. We can also conduct a free
portfolio review to help you decide if you should

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer please
contact Mike O’Rear at morear734@gmail.com (Put
“Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter. Ads more than
six months old may be removed unless resubmitted.

make changes to your investments and whether
you’re on track to reach your goals.

Stop by or call your financial Advisor.

David C Yu

Financial Advisor
.
123 N Ashley St Suite 110
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-769-0127

Member SIPC
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©2011 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. Optional equipment shown is extra. *To qualified customers through
Porsche Financial Services. See your participating authorized Porsche dealer for details.

There's a reason it's called a new beginning.
Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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